Parent Forum
Wednesday November 14th
Minutes
Item
1
2

Lead
Present.
Mr Maclean, Mrs Muir, Mr Hunt, Miss Trouve, Mr Agar.
13 parents
Matters Arising from Previous Minutes
Rewards- prize giving evening, postcards, tutor
assemblies and rewards.
Class charts, MyEd, SAM learning- all information as
sent home regarding log ins, passwords and how to use
each system.
Reporting system- Reading ages added, equipment
will be removed for the next round of reportsunfortunately not for the year 8.
Student Voice- Heads of year are leading this for each
year group. Head girl and boy are recognised, prefects
and solid ties for all subject based praise.
Commendation with the Principal has been successful
and will continue.

Action/Questions

MMU

Remove equipment
from the reports.
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Pastoral Support. Mr Agar
Mr Agar discussed his role and the partnerships he is
developing to support the needs of our students. The
pastoral team is made up of 5 non teachers led by Mr
Agar. They put strategies in place to support the
attendance, welfare and behaviour of the student body.
This includes working with families and outside
agencies. Mr Agar explained that it is very much a
hearts and minds approach, intervention is put in place
on a case by case situation. The team is working hard
within the school and local community.

AAG
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Core subject –English Miss Trouve
Miss Trouve discussed the focus of the English
department and their role in improving the literacy of all
students in years 7-13.
The department has a great range of newly qualified
and experienced teachers bringing all of the newest
innovations in teaching and tried and tested methods to
the students’ learning.
Mr Maclean added how successful the reading
ambassador and AR reading programme have been this
academic year. 40 to 50 students reading to each other
during tutor time in the morning is a wonderful sight.
Students are taking ownership of their own reading with
the AR programme.
Miss Trouve added that all students should have their
AR book with them at all times and should be reading
for 20 minutes at home every day.

CTR

Do the students take
GCSE literature a year
early? Miss Trouve
explained this was a
case by case decision.
Is there homework for
all English lessons on
ClassCharts? Miss
Trouve explained she
would check this, but all
students should have
project based learning
on ClassCharts.
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Student Books
Mr MacLean explained that the senior leadership team
had discussed the advantages and disadvantages of
sending students’ books home for parents/carers to see
how much progress their child is making.
Parents agreed that many books may be lost or not
returned and this seemed to be the overwhelming
opinion.
A discussion was had that perhaps we could offer the
chance to parents and, with notice, plan an evening
when they could have a look.
School Trips
Parental enquiries regarding students trips and the cost
was discussed and support for pupil premium students.
Parents suggested that PP students receive targeted
letters to ensure they were aware of support for school
trips.
Questions and Answers.
Do we have a foundation level at GCSE?
Foundation levels at GCSE exist for a few subjects and
grades are capped depending on this.
Where do we get term information?

ALL

ALL

MMU

www.dccaorg.uk/downloads/parents/Calendar.pdf
School website, click parents and students, the school
day and calendar, academic year calendar, then
download your choice of information.
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The online newsletter also has the latest term events
and planned fixtures and school trips.
How do we find out about subject setting?

ALL

If you have any queries or questions regarding your
child’s setting, please call or email, requesting a call
back from either their head of year or, if it is subject
specific, the head of department.
Alternatively, contact Mr May, Vice Principal.
Year 11 queries should go straight to Mrs Muir or Mr
Bing.
Why is there a rise in supply teachers this term?

JFM

Unfortunately, we have had a few very poorly staff off
over the last 6 weeks in English, RE and Science.
Happily, they are well and have returned but some are
on phased returns. We have 2 full time cover
supervisors, they are unable to cover all so we have had
to have some additional supply teachers.
AOB
Communication regarding the parent forum
One parent had seen the forum by chance and
questioned if greater communication could have been
made.

MMU to take the
discussion of logistics to
SLT and HODs.

MMU to discuss at next
SLT meeting.

JFM demonstrated how
to access the website.
JFM recommended that
all parent join us on
facebook as it is
updated daily and gives
a range of dates, and
up and coming events.

MMU explained a letter, text, email, the website and
facebook were used but will look at further ways to
advertise the meeting as it was a productive way of
sharing ideas and opinions on our school’s progress.

